
The endless pessimism of Remain MPs

I have never known so many MPs be so pessimistic and so lacking in enthusiasm
for anything about our country, our people, our ambitions and our
opportunities. It is as if they are in some kind of trance, trotting out EU
propaganda and Project Fear scare stories as if no-one had heard them all
before, and as if they were about to change Leave voters minds. We did not 
believe them the first time we heard them, and we still do not  believe them.

It is also disappointing that Remain  MPs elected to improve the living
standards and lives of UK voters have so little confidence in the abilities
of the UK to govern ourselves and to raise living standards by our own
efforts and by good policies. Opposition MPs seem to think all good standards
require an EU law to set them out, as if we cannot pass laws we are proud of
for ourselves. They are desperate to give away as much of our money as
possible to the EU and refuse to examine the outrageous vague overinflated
and long lasting financial pledges in the draft Withdrawal Agreement.

They  make endless repetitious speeches around a few tired soundbites.

They tell us  leaving without a deal would  be “catastrophic”. When you ask
why and how, there is no solid response as it would not  be a catastrophe.
The  best they can do is to say we will be starved of food and medicines, as
if the UK was about to mount a blockade of our own imports to deny our shops
and customers access to the products the rest of the world still wants to
sell us. No main EU supplier has said they want to terminate their contract,
and  no-one has explained what blocks we will create at our ports to stop the
goods coming in.

They tell us we will be leaping off a cliff if we leave without a deal. If
you ask how and why again there is no factual or sensible response. They
sometimes say Just in time supply chains would be disrupted. If you ask how
and why there is no sensible response because they will not be disrupted.
They seem to think EU trade is friction free, which it is not, and that non
EU trade is impossible. In practice there are mixed supply chains for
manufacturing in the UK, with materials and components coming in from EU and
non EU. If they are all under rest of the world terms after Brexit  it will
work fine. They seem ignorant of Intrastat declarations, of food and animal
inspections and the other features of current EU trade. They ignore the old
fashioned and worrying paper and wet stamp system written into the Withdrawal
Agreement which would slow things down badly and is worse than the WTO
 system we use for non EU trade today.

They tell us there is a genuine Irish/Northern Irish border issue. They seem
unaware of the fact that it is today a complex international border. It
requires changes of VAT, Excise, and currency. It has collaborative systems
both sides of the border to combat terrorism and smuggling. If there have to
be customs paid they will paid electronically away from the border as VAT is
today. If there need to  be other checks on goods they too can be done away
from the border. Most will  be done as today at factories and farms before
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shipping product, with electronic manifests providing the necessary detail,
and or at arrival at the warehouse or store taking delivery.


